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1. INTR~DUOTION 
The duality theory of optimal control has been available, at least implicitly, 
for some time by application of the methods of Fenchel and Karlin [l] or 
Bellman and Karush [2]. H ere we formalize the duality theory and demon- 
strate the resulting duality correspondence between the formulations of 
optimal control and the calculus of variations. The Euler condition is then 
seen to be equivalent to the law of motion, and the maximum principle is 
found to state the primal-dual correspondence embodied in the Legendre 
transform. 
The main result is a decomposition algorithm for solving optimal control 
problems, obtained by applying the method of conjugate gradients [3] to 
the solution of the dual problem. This method has the powerful property of 
utilizing both first and second order differential information to seek the 
solution, without ever requiring the computation of second derivatives; it 
is, therefore, especially suited to the construction of primal-dual algorithms. 
2. FORMULATION 
Consider the following formulation of the deterministic optimal control 
problem over a finite time interval. 
Primal Optimal Control Problem: Find a function u(t) yielding 
the maximal value of 
&(*N + ~~&(t)~ u(t)> dt, 
where n(t) =f(x(t), u(t)), subject to x(O) = x0 and (x, U) E R. 
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Measurability considerations will be ignored in the analysis since all the 
applications will be to discrete approximations. Each of the functions U, X, f 
may be vector-valued. We assume that gT , R, and the component functions 
off are continuous and that the constraint set K is convex (although this is 
somewhat stronger than seems to be necessary). 
In the discrete case, let NA = I‘ for some positive integer N, and consider 
the following version. 
Primal Discrete Problem: Find (x,~ , u, 1 n = 0, I, . . . . N} yielding the 
maximal value of 
‘!TT(XN) --t Ns g(xn I %Y, 
YZ=O 
where x0 is specified and x,+r = x, +-f(X, , u&l, subject to 
(xn > u,) E R. 
3. DUALITY THEORY 
It is well known, e.g. [4], and easily shown that for any {xno, Us”} to be a 
solution to the discrete problem it is sufficient (and with additional qualifica- 
tions it is necessary [4, 51) that there exists a solution {x,“, u,“; A,O) to the 
corresponding Lagrangian or 
Saddle Value Problem: Defining 
- UXn+l - xv2 -f(xn ,441, (1) 
find {x,O, u,O; h,O} such that 
G({xn , u, ; hoI) < G({x,O, un”; 4x0)) B G(h”, so; U 
for all A, and for all (xn , UJ E R. 
Now observe that the definition of the Lagrangean function G given in (1) 
can be recast in the form 
G = [&o > uo) + hdxo > uo)ld +- hoxo + g&N) - xN-lxN 
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in which the phase and control variables (xn , u,) are collected together for 
each point in time. In view of (2), define the Hamiltonian function 
(3) 
and its maximum transform [2], also called the Legendre transform or the 
conjugate function [l], 
dk, A) = (wB CW 4 + 54 (4) 
where u* = U(X, A) is the maximizer in (3). It is straightforward to verify 
that 9) is convex over every convex subset of its domain for which it is finite, 
and therefore it possesses gradients. Similarly define 
Y&v = SYP. l&G) + w. (5) 
Then substitution of v, yr , and h into (2) converts the Saddle Value Problem 
into an equivalent 
Dual Discrete Problem: Find {A, 1 n = 0, 1, . . . . N - I} yielding the 
minimal value of 
h(xo , &)A + Aox0 + YT(-AN-1) + Ns dhl - LIP, hM (6) 
9X=1 
For the sake of generality, if x, is specified also, then let ~r(--/\N-i) = 
--X,-,X, in this and subsequent formulations. 
Taking the limit N-t co, d + 0, in (6) yields the dual problem in the 
continuous case. 
Dual Optimal Control Problem: Find a function h(t) yielding the 
minimal value of 
wxo + Yd- W)) + /k(t). WN a. 
0 
The dual problem is a classical calculus of variations formulation, evidencing 
a duality correspondence between the two approaches. 
4. CONDITIONS FOR A SOLUTION 
The correspondence can be pushed further. The Euler necessary condition 
for a solution to the dual problem, ignoring the endpoint conditions, is 
d(a,lag)/dt = avlah 
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which is readily found to be the law of motion, 
since +/at = x according to (4) and @~/ah =f(~, U) according to (3) for 
the optimal trajectory and control (x, u). 
The Hamiltonian conditions ah/ah = & and %/ax = -A embodied in the 
maximum principle follow from the fact that an attained unconstrained 
maximum in (4) requires &/& = --t = -A, which is the Legendre 
transform by which the transformation h --f- y is accomplished. The maximum 
principle, therefore, states the primal-dual correspondence. Binding phase 
constraints require a modified treatment which will be by-passed here. 
Finally, let it be remarked explicitly that all of this follows from the 
Saddle Value Problem, the fundamental role of which has been largely 
ignored in the study of optimal controls; however, cf. [6]. 
5. DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHM 
The method of conjugate gradients is a powerful tool for solving uncon- 
strained minimization problems. Although it does not involve the computation 
of second derivatives, it nevertheless obtains the exact solution in a finite 
number of iterations (not exceeding the number of variables) if the objective 
is quadratic, and with each iteration the Euclidean distance from the solution 
is reduced [7,8]. For other problems the number of iterations is unbounded, 
but the process is convergent if the starting point is sufficiently close, the 
range of convergence being inversely related to the magnitude of the third 
derivatives [3]. These properties permit a favorable comparison with Newton’s 
Method without the drawbacks of the latter. 
In the dual discrete problem let V,(h) be the gradient (row vector) with 
respect to h, of (6) as a function of A = {h, j n = 0, 1, . . . . N - I}. Let h’ 
be arbitrary and define D,l = -V,(2). Then the iterative sequence is 
defined by the following relationships [3]: 
/3, = 2 V,(Xk+l)V,(Xk+l)‘/ 2 V,(hk)V,(~“)‘, 
n n 
q+, = -v&v+l) + p,n,k. 
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Besides scalar quantities, this procedure requires the retention of the set of 
vector quantities {hnk, l7”, , V,(h”)} f rom one iteration to the next. Essentially, 
the method proceeds from hi in a sequence of conjugate directions (a generali- 
zation of orthogonal directions [8]) nk to reach the solution. The rule for 
determining (Ye is an interpolation scheme (exact if 0, is linear) for finding 
the root of CJ7nkV,(hk + ~$7~)’ = 0 to ensure orthogonality of the next 
gradient (V,(hk+l)) to the previous direction 17”. The duplicity evident in the 
calculation of both V,(Xk) and VJ@) is an unavoidable consequence of the 
interpolation scheme. 
That this method provides a decomposition algorithm can now be shown. 
Except for the endpoints n = 0, n = N, which are handled in similar fashion, 
calculation in (6) yields 
v,(h) = -a9b+lla5‘ + adat + A adak 
= --x*+1 + % +f(% 7 %>4 
where vn = v([& - &..,]/A, A,), and (x, , u,) solve (3) and (4); equivalently, 
6% 3 u,) are determined as the solution to the subproblem* 
Since only the solutions to the subproblems are required, the problem has 
been effectively decomposed. It must of course be presumed that (bounded) 
solutions exist to all of the subproblems encountered in the algorithm. The 
extension to include unbounded solutions to the subproblems is not complete, 
although this is not worrisome if the constraint set R is bounded. 
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